
Back to School escape room

Editable for any subject area



Task #1: Reading List Match-Up



Task #2: Close Reading Quiz
-Use this quiz for summer reading or an initial in-class reading assignment



Task #3: Syllabus Sort
Editable mini-puzzles for any syllabus (syllabus template not included)



Task #4: Growth Mindset Quotes 
(Differentiate with Cryptoquotes or Blankout)



Includes full Teacher’s Guide and instructions for editing in PowerPoint 
(or clone program)





How long will this take students?
I generally estimate that high school students can complete 3-4 tasks in 35-45 minutes, but honestly, it’s going to vary 
widely. You can get a better idea of how this will go if you test this out first, particularly if you can recruit a friend to
play who isn’t super tech savvy. What takes proficient adult readers 15-20 minutes usually takes students 35-45.

Can students work in groups?
Absolutely! Start all of the groups together on Task #1. After that, let them work at their own pace. If you set this up as 
stations, teams of 3-4 can “divide and conquer,” and choose to work on tasks that suit them. 

How can I adapt this for younger students?
Shorter tasks and more hints. :) For example, you’ll edit the Reading List Match-Up to have more information at the 
beginning. The Close Reading Quiz will be shorter.

How can I make this more challenging?
You can add a Written Extension asking students to respond to one or more of the quotes. What does the quote 
mean to them? How does it help them imagine how they’ll view the school year? You could ask them to write a 
paragraph individually or talk about this topic with their teams to set the tone for future collaboration and discussion.

Frequently Asked Questions



Want something like this but digital?

back to school digital escape game & tutorial

Hide clues and tasks in 
your virtual classroom

Click here

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Digital-Back-to-School-Escape-Room-Tutorial-Template-Distance-Learning-5864515
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